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–Melvin E. Conway, 1967

„Any organization that designs a system will produce a design whose 
structure is a copy of the organization's communication structure.“ 
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What is communication 
structure?
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Communication structure
• Communication within a software project consists of multiple layers (code 

review, instant messaging, e-mail, bug tracker, …).


• Communication, the exchange of information, leaves a trace.


• In particular in large, distributed teams, communication is often tool-
supported.


• Those tools are our data source. 


• COVID-19 makes those traces even more complete.
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What is a good communication 
structure for a good (software) 
system?
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Example communication network I
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Human

Communication

Human

Team A Team B

• Information can be 
exchanged within these 
teams…


• … but no information 
between these teams



Example communication network II
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• Information can be 
distributed between 
teams


• But heavy workload for 
individuals and unstable 
network (single point of 
failure)



Example communication network III
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• Distributed workload


• Stable network


• The more the better?



Example communication network IV
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• Theoretically best 
because fully connected 


• But very expensive, not 
responsive, not scalable, 
not practical 



Where is the sweet spot?
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Let’s model

• A model is a meaningful and simplifying abstraction of a real system 
imitating those complex real-world systems.


• However, existing models fall short.
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No time
• Our examples do not consider time!


• One can only share information after the information has found 
the person. 
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No model
• Communication is time-dependent:


• Aggregated views on communication structures do not reflect the 
communication. 


• Information can be invalid, become more expensive if not delivered in 
time, or simply wrong.


• Communication is not always traceable and bilateral.


• Communication in SE is compartmentalized and massive.
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Our research
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Our vision

• Communication networks are distributed, self-organizing information 
repositories capable of


• distributing information without a central management


• implicitly encoding and decoding information


• forgetting or updating outdated, irrelevant information
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Follow the rabbit

• If information is distributed, then how and when the information comes 
from an information source to an information sink (like in any distributed 
system) becomes crucial.


• Thus, our research focuses on information diffusion, the spread of 
information within a communication network. 
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Our approach

• We developed a sound mathematical model for communication in SE 
capable of handling time, complex and uncertain interactions and make 
information diffusion tangible. 


• We use simulations for What are the boundaries of communication? 

• We use statistical approaches for What is possible?
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Applications
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Understanding

• Chicken or egg? 


• System → communication structure OR communication structure → 
system?


• Is the (change of a) system limited to the pace of communication?


• How, why, when, and where (to) is information diffused?
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Measuring and predicting

• A communication pattern is a regularity in communication networks. 


• Temporal or topological


• Communication becomes predictable.


• Vivid discussion and exchange of best-practices for communication in SE
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Information diffusion smells and information debt 
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• An information diffusion smell is a symptom of impaired spread of 
information.


• Like technical debt, information diffusion smells contribute to the 
information debt. 


• Information debt reflects the implied cost of additional efforts 
caused by a delayed, outdated, incomplete, invalid, or otherwise 
limited information diffusion.  


• Tool-support can mitigate a blocked or impaired information exchange.



Examples of information diffusion smells
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• Information overload: Too much information can congest the 
network


• Information bottleneck: God-like, central nodes can harm the 
distributed, self-organizing 


• Memory disorders



IP and taxation

• If a communication network is a distributed, self-organizing information 
storage then it contains non-trivial information, intellectual property (IP).


• Information (and IP) crossing the boundaries of jurisdiction, 
communication may becomes taxable (transfer pricing).
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<TIL>
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<TIL>
• We consider communication networks are distributed and self-organizing 

information storage.


• Information diffusion is the spread of information within communication 
networks.


• Existing, traditional graph-based models are not capable of rendering 
communication — our does.


• Our model makes communication and its limitations and problems 
tangible, measurable, steerable, and predictable. 
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Join the team
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SHUT UP AND TAKE MY DATA

About 12 open source projects



Thank you very much! 
Any questions? 
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